The children will be reading a range of texts of
varying genres over the course of the next term.
They will be extending their use of language
through sentence stems and building up their
ability to express themselves in writing. Please
continue to support your child with reading at
home and signing their diary each time you hear
them read.Liter
Your child will read regularly in
school but if they have finished their book and it
hasn’t been changed, please let us know so that we
can provide a new text.

The children will continuing to expand their
mathematical knowledge during this term in maths.
We continue to have a big push on learning our times
tables off by heart. Please encourage your child to
practise their tables online on Timestable Rock
stars.

This term our afternoon sessions will be geared
up to answer the question: “How can a school
of great diversity impact positively in the
local community”

We will be working on place value and number and
using all four operations this term. Please help your
child to tell the time as this is a tricky skill for many
children but it is so important.

Project

English
Maths
We will be learning about our
local community and the local
people who have impacted
positively on it. We will look
closely at the physical and
human impact on the are in
terms of its geography and its
place in the world.

R.E.

Year 5/6
Autumn Term

This term we will be learning
about religious signs and
symbols before finding out
about Places of Worship.

PE

Art &
D.T.

Spanish
We will be learning:
colours, days of the week,
basic greetings,
introductions and numbers
to 20.

P.E. is on Tuesdays for the first half term.
Pease ensure your child has their P.E. kit
(blue shorts and a blue T-shirt) as well as
suitable footwear. Having the correct PE
kit is part of our school uniform policy.

We will be learning about the
works of Anthony Gormley,
who was responsible or the
”Angel of the North” a
renowned icon in the region.

Geography
and History

Visits
We will be visiting
some sculptures
in our local area.

